
ü Formatting
Resume was not made from a template and only uses black and white
Resume can be 2 pages max in length and margins are between 0.5" and 1"
Font Size is between 10pt and 12pt and font style is simple
Spacing is created in the Layout tab, not by pressing enter (specific numbers on Resume Guideline)
Tab Stops are used to push City, ST and dates to the right side (try your best)
Organization is listed first with City, ST on the same line then position title and dates should be on the next line
Formatting should be consistent throughout your document

ü Resume Header
Listed full name
Listed a personal email address, phone number, and LinkedIn URL
Did NOT list address or location

ü Professional Summary/Profile Statement
Summary/Statement is 2-3 lines in length and personal pronouns aren't used
Gives a sense of who you are as a professional nurse using adjectives without stating what is in resume
Did NOT mention the position, unit, or organization applying to

ü Education
Listed only schools where degrees were earned and spelled out the name of the degree
Listed schools/degrees in reverse chronological order and the City, ST the university is in
Listed the graduation month and year; did NOT list expected/anticipated
Listed organizations, study abroad, dean's list, etc. in a bullet point below the degree this applies to 

ü Clinical Experience
Did not use any bullet points in this section and did not list simulation
Listed the hospital/clinic/organization the rotation was at followed by the City, ST
Listed the unit plus the amount of hours completed and the semester the rotation was in (ex. Fall 2023)
Listed BSN Clinical Experience and MSN/DNP Clinical Experience in separate sections

ü Certifications & Licensure
Listed Basic Life Support certification and licensure expected to receive after graduation and passing exams
Listed any other relevant licenses or certifications in order of relevance
Listed expiration date for any certifications or licenses that expire

ü Experience Sections
Listed the name of the organization and the City, ST the organization is in
Spelled out the position title and the entire date range in the position
Used bullet points to describe what you did at this organization
Listed jobs in reverse chronological order by start date

ü Bullet Points
Personal pronouns are not used
An action verb is used to start each bullet point, but is not used to start more than one bullet point
Every bullet point is only one sentence, not longer than 2 lines long, and does not end with a period
Talked about what you did, not anyone else and make sure to be specific
You gave plenty of information in the bullet point to describe what you did, why you did it, or how you did it
Verbs are in the correct tense; if you are no longer in a position, then use past tense

ü Skills
Did NOT list soft skills or nursing skills
Listed languages and charting software as shown on Resume Guideline
Listed in order of relevance
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